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Terahertz vortex beams with different superposition of the orbital angular momentum l=±1,±2, 
±3, and ±4 and spin angular momentum σ=±1 were used to study antiferromagnetic (AFM) 
resonances in TbFe3(BO3)4 and Ni3TeO6 single crystals. In both materials we observed a strong 
vortex beam dichroism for the AFM resonances that are split in external magnetic field. The 
magnitude of the vortex dichroism is comparable to that for conventional circular dichroism due 
to σ. The selection rules at the AFM resonances are governed by the total angular momentum of 
the vortex beam: j=σ+l. In particular, for l=±2, ±3, and ±4 the sign of l is shown to dominate 
over that for conventional circular polarization σ.  
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Magnetic properties of quantum matter are at the forefront of condensed matter physics. 
New optical probes are required for successful chiral discrimination in solids and for control and 
manipulation of quantum effects. By tapping the vorticity of the light beams and thereby adding 
an additional degree of freedom in a form of the orbital angular momentum (OAM) lh  with 
1, 2, 3,...l = ± ± ±  [1], optics may facilitate future studies of topological phases [2], magnetic 
materials with non-collinear spins [3,4], and chiral excitations [5]. Vortex beams can 
simultaneously carry both OAM and conventional circular polarization in the form of the spin 
angular momentum (SAM) σ h  with 1σ = ±  [6]. Recently, broadband terahertz (THz) vortex 
beams have been implemented for spectroscopy of ferrimagnetic Dy iron garnet [7]. For beams 
with 1l = ± , it has been demonstrated that the resonant absorption by magnetic modes of Dy3+ 
depends on both the handedness of the vortex, or sign of l, and the direction of the beam 
propagation with respect to the sample magnetization. These experiments were complemented by 
theoretical studies of the optical activity of vortex beams [8]. Here we present qualitatively new 
experiments for the interaction between the spin waves, or magnons, with higher order vortex 
beams with OAM of 2, 3, 4l = ± ± ±  in combination with a SAM of 1σ = ± . Particularly, we will 
show that the selection rules for absorption of vortex beams at the antiferromagnetic (AFM) 
resonances in TbFe3(BO3)4 and Ni3TeO6 are determined by the total angular momentum (AM) 
j l σ= +  of light. These two rather different AFM materials have been chosen to highlight the 
universal aspects of the observed dichroic effects for beams with OAM, SAM, and total AM.  
The Ni-telluride (NTO) with the formula Ni3TeO6 and the Tb-ferroborate (Tb-FB) with 
the formula TbFe3(BO3)4 have in common that the corresponding spins of the magnetic ions, 
Fe3+ and Ni2+, order collinearly along the crystalline c-axis below TN (Tb-FB) = 41 K [9,10] and 
TN (NTO) = 52 K [11]. Moreover, they have similar energies of the AFM resonances at T<<TN of 
MΩh (NTO) =0.38 THz and MΩh (Tb-FB) = 0.44 THz. In both materials ( )M TΩh  decreases when 
NT T→ . The crystal and magnetic structures of Tb-FB and NTO have several distinct features. 
Ni3TeO6 has a mono-polar and mono-chiral R3 structure with 10 atoms in a rhombohedral unit 
cell [12,13]. The Ni2+ ions, which nominally have a 3 4F  configuration with S=1 and L=3, occupy 
three (i, ii, and iii) non-equivalent positions. Layers of Ni2+iO6/Te6+O6 octahedra alternate along 
the c-axis with Ni2+iiO6/Ni2+iiiO6 octahedra. The spin configuration of the Ni2+i-Ni2+ii-N2+i-Ni2+ii 
network is up-up-down-down, while the Ni2+iii spins are parallel to the Ni2+ii spins in the same 
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layer. More details about the spin and lattice excitations in NTO are given in Ref. [14]. Tb-FB, 
with two magnetic ions Tb3+ and Fe3+, is a multiferroic with a non-centrosymmetric structure at 
room temperature described by the trigonal space group R32 (D37) that incorporates FeO6 
octahedra which form spiral chains along the c-axis [15].  At T=200 K, a structural phase 
transition takes place into a trigonal P3121 phase [16]. Above 4 K, the AFM properties of Tb-FB 
are governed by the moments of the Fe3+ ions in the 6 5/ 2S  configuration with S=5/2 and L=0. The 
Tb3+ moments order only below 4 K and remain paramagnetic in all our experiments, albeit they 
are partially polarized via the f–d exchange interaction with the Fe moments [9,10,17]. The 
optical anisotropy and magnon spectra of Tb-FB are described in Refs. [18,19]. The phonons and 
crystal field transitions in ferroborates are discussed in Refs. [20,21].  
The time-domain THz optical setup comprises photoconductive antennas as emitter and 
detector of coherent femtosecond pulses, a mirror optics with f-number 10, a liquid He flow 
optical cryostat, wire-grid linear polarizers, and an optical retarder [7,22]. See Supplemental 
Material for more details [23]. External magnetic fields B of ±0.47 T were applied to the samples 
in the Faraday configuration using permanent ring magnets. The positive magnetic field B
r
 is 
parallel with the wave vector  ||k z
r r
. The time-resolved signal was Fourier-transformed to 
obtain a continuous intensity spectrum I(ν) with frequencies ν between 0.1 THz and  1.65 THz. 
A single Fresnel prism made of TOPAS converted the incident linear polarization ( )x ye e±
r r  to the 
right-hand R x ye e i e= − ⋅
r r r  or left-hand L x ye e i e= + ⋅
r r r  circular polarizations. An axicon retarder made 
by TYDEX [24] was used to produce broad-band THz vortex beams with OAM l=+1 or l=−1 
and with the electric field distribution of ( ) ( )0( , ) exp[ ]le r r r i lφ φ φ≈ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅ −r r r , where φ  is the vortex 
beam phase, the initial phase is 0 3 / 4φ π= , and rr  is the radial coordinate [7]. To obtain an OAM 
with |l|>1, the broadband axicon was replaced with pairs of two identical transparent spiral plates 
that produced the Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) beams with the OAM at the sample with 
( ) exp[ ]l ye e i lφ φ≈ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅r r , where l is integer 2, 3,l = ± ±  or ±4 in the vicinity of the AFM 
resonances. The first spiral plate created the vortex beam at the sample, while the second plate 
unwound the vortex wave front at the detector. The handedness of the 3D printed spirals 
determines the sign of l. Several frequencies lν  with integer l’s were simultaneously presented 
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in the spectra I(ν) between 0.1 THz and 1.65 THz. The integer value of l at a given frequency lν  
(or wave length  lλ ) is determined by the step height h and the refractive index n=1.56 of the 
spiral plate: ( ) 1ll h nλ⋅ = −  [25]. The spiral plates were produced with a Formlabs 3D printer 
using V4 resin. In addition, THz beams with a combined total AM of j l σ= +  were generated 
by transmitting circularly polarized beams with σ = ±1 through the same spiral plates producing 
LG beams with ,( ) exp[ ]j L Re e i lφ φ≈ ⋅ ⋅ ⋅r r .  
Figure 1 compares the magnetic dichroism for circularly polarized light with σ=±1 and 
for vortex beams with l=±1 at the AFM resonances of NTO at T=10 K and for B||c and shows 
that they have a similar magnitude and the same sign. As expected [26,27], the magnon peak 
splits into two modes at 1 Me2( ) (0)M M BB g Bμ±Ω = Ω ±h h , where Bμ  is the Bohr magneton and 
Meg   is the g-factor of the magnetic ion. For NTO we measured Ni 4.1 0.04g = ±  and Ref.[19] 
reports that Feg  is close to 4. FIGs. 1(a,b) show the two modes of the magnon doublet ( )M B
±Ωh  
that absorb light of the opposite circular polarization [26] and a reversal of B results in a switch 
of the selection rules for the sign of the circular polarization. FIGs. 1(c,d) show the 
corresponding absorption spectra for the vortex beams with OAM of l=±1 (and no circular 
polarization) as produced by the axicon retarder [7]. The two modes of the magnon doublet are 
equally sensitive to the sign of the OAM and the direction of B with respect to k
r
. A scheme of 
the circular and vortex dichroisms, which has the same sign for l , σ, and j is displayed in FIG. 
1(e). For both NTO and Tb-FB, the vortex polarization of the magnon peaks is close to 100% 
and thus is much larger than the previously reported vortex dichroism of only ~22%  in  Dy iron 
garnet [7].  The strong dichroism in NTO and Tb-FB is due to the larger splitting of the magnon 
doublet of ~0.025 THz as compared to the linewidth γ of ~0.01 THz of the ( )M B±Ωh  branches 
with Me Bg Bμ >>γ. 
  Next, we discuss dichroism for the higher order vortex beams with OAM values of 
2, 3,l = ± ±  and ±4 so that 2,3,4lν =±  are in proximity with ( , )M B T±Ωh  for T between 7 K and 30 K. 
Fig. 2(a,b) shows the magnon spectra of NTO and Tb-FB for the sample temperatures when 
3( , )M lB T ν
±
=±Ω ≈h . FIG 2(c) shows the experimental configuration. Notably, the higher order 
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vortex dichroism has the same sign and a similar magnitude as the one described above for  
1σ = ± and 1l = ± . An interesting difference between the vortex dichroism experiments with 
1l = ±  and 2l ≥  is as follows. The beams with 1l = ±  [FIG. 1(c,d)] were produced with an 
axicon and consisted of a coherent combination of the radial and azimuthal modes [7]. Such field 
has a non-zero curl of the electrical field 1 ( , )e r φ±r r  around the beam axis (see Supplemental 
Material [23]) that is equivalent to a pseudo magnetic field 1( , )pmB e r φ±≈ ∇×
r r r  directed along 
both the k
r
vector and the AFM spin S
r
 ordering axis.  The corresponding pmS B⋅
r r
 interaction 
may offer an intuitive way of understanding the vortex beam coupling to the ordered spins for 
experiments shown in FIG. 1(c,d). In contrast, the LG beams with 2l ≥  [FIG.2(a,b)] have a 
constant ye
r  component across the beam with 0pm yB e≈ ∇× =
r r  but a nonzero ze
r  due to the 
vortex phase exp[ ]i l φ⋅ ⋅ , where zer  is proportional to | |l . The coupling of such LG beams to the 
AFM spins may be similar to the spin-flip mechanism for intra Landau level transitions of 2D 
electrons in magnetic field [28]. Our experiment thus demonstrates that a coherent vortex phase 
and 0ze S⋅ ≠
rr  are sufficient to couple an LG vortex beam to the magnetic spin order in matter.  
Thus far, we could not identify any strong magnetic modes, other than the magnetic 
dipoles at ( , )M B T
±Ωh , that might arise from higher-order spin resonances that are forbidden in 
the magnetic dipole approximation. However, a possible signature of such higher order 
resonances may be attributed to the asymmetry of the AFM modes shown in FIG. 2(b), which 
might arise from multi-spin excitations that involve the Fe3+ and Tb3+ spins in Tb-FB with the 
extra energy ( , )Tb Fe B T−Ωh . The shoulder on the low-frequency side in blue spectrum (l=+3) may 
correspond to ( , ) ( , )M Tb FeB T B T
+
−
Ω − Ωh h , while the high-frequency shoulder in red spectrum 
(l=−3) may correspond to ( , ) ( , )M Tb FeB T B T
−
−
Ω + Ωh h . This interpretation is consistent with our 
findings that the shoulders are the strongest for integer values of l’s at ( , )M lB T ν
±Ω ≈h . The 
shoulders are absent in FIG. 2(a) for NTO which has only Ni2+ magnetic ions. 
To further study the interaction mechanism of the optical vortex with magnetism, we 
produced LG beams with combined orbital l and spin σ AM. FIGs 3(a,b) show spectra of Tb-FB 
measured at T’s so that  3( , )M lB T ν
±
=±Ω ≈h  for three 0, 1σ = ±  and, correspondingly,  
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2, 3, 4j = ± ± ± . These spectra reveal that the AFM resonances coincide for a given 3l = ±  for all 
three possible σ’s demonstrating a strong total AM dichroism for which the selection rules of the 
magnon absorption are determined by the sign of j. Note that as long as |j|>>|σ|, the AFM 
resonances are no longer sensitive to the sign of σ. FIG. 4 shows that these selection rules apply 
not only for the integer values of j at ( , )M B T
±Ωh  (dark yellow arrows in FIGs 2, 3, and 4), but in 
the entire spectral range between |j|=2 and |j|=4. This suggests that the vortex beam at a non-
integer multiple of the wavelength with respect to h, i.e. between j and j+1, behaves as a coherent 
superposition of the beams with j and j+1. Another interesting aspect concerns the conservation 
of the AM when light with a large total AM, e.g. with |j|=3, is absorbed by an AFM resonance 
with a magnetic dipole of 1SmΔ = ± . This requires that the excess AM is transmitted to the 
crystal lattice, e.g. via the interaction with acoustic phonons. 
The total AM dichroism in two AFM materials, NTO and Tb-FB, demonstrates that 
vortex beams with high orders of l can effectively couple to magnetic dipole excitations. The 
selection rules for the AFM resonances are dictated by the sign of j that dominates over that for 
conventional circular polarization given by σ. The different spin and orbital quantum numbers 
for the ground states of magnetic ions of Ni2+ and Fe3+ seem not to be important for the vortex 
beam absorption at the magnon frequencies. Thus, we predict a similar total AM dichroism for 
many AFM systems. The observed coupling between THz beams with high orders of the total 
AM with the ordered spin structure may provide an impetus for studies of non-local collective 
spin and carrier excitations in other quantum systems, such as Landau levels in 2D electron gas 
and graphene, chiral modes in Weyl and Dirac semimetals and d-wave superconductors.  
The authors are grateful to K. Watt for design of the spiral plates, to V. Kiryukhin for 
useful discussions, and to I. A. Gudim for the Tb-FB crystal. Work at the New Jersey Institute of 
Technology and Rutgers was supported by the U.S. DOE under Contract No. DEFG02-
07ER46382. The work at the University of Fribourg was funded by the Schweizer Nationalfonds 
(SNF) by Grant No. 200020-172611. AAS is grateful to SNF for the IZSEZ0-184564 support 
during his research visit at the University of Fribourg.  
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FIG. 1 (color online) Magnetic dichroism for circularly polarized light and vortex beams with 
l=±1 in NTO. (a,b) Normalized transmittance for circularly polarized light, Le
r
 and Re
r
, and for 
conventional linear polarization ye
r . (c,d) Normalized transmittance for broadband vortex beams 
with  1e+
r
 (blue spectra) and 1e−
r
 (red spectra).  All experimental data in (a-d) are taken at 
B=±0.47 T and T=10 K and are normalized to that measured at T=60 K in the same field: 
( , ) / ( , 60 K)I T I Tν ν = . (e) Schematics of the experimentally determined selection rules for the 
AFM resonances using both, circularly polarized light and vortex beams with l and j.  The 
positive B
r
 is parallel with k
r
.  
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FIG. 2 (color online) Vortex dichroism for higher orders of the OAM for (a) NTO at T=30 K and 
(b) Tb-FB at T=19 K. Normalized transmittance spectra for two linearly polarized LG vortex 
beams 0le >
r
 (blue spectra) and 0le <
r
 (red spectra) were taken at 0 .4 7B = −  T that brings the AFM 
resonances close to 3lν =± . The corresponding AFM resonances ( , )M B T
±Ωh  are marked with 
vertical olive and magenta lines. The frequencies that correspond to 2 , 3 , 4lν = ± ± ±  are marked 
with bold dark yellow arrows. Note the absorption peak asymmetry for the 3le =+
r
 and 3le =−
r
 AFM 
resonances in (b). (c) Schematics for the measurement geometry with linear polarization ye
r
 for 
the THz beam input. Sample (green hexagon) is placed between a pair of identical spiral plates 
with step height h.  
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FIG. 3 (color online) Normalized transmittance spectra for the LG vortex beams for (a) 0j >  
and (b) 0j <  in Tb-FB at B=−0.47 T. The resonance frequencies for 2lν = ± , 3lν =± , and 4lν = ±  
are marked with bold dark yellow arrows. The temperatures were chosen to bring the AFM 
resonances ( , )M B T
±Ωh  shown with vertical olive and magenta lines close to 3lν =±  in both, (a) 
and (b). Note that the corresponding AFM resonances coincide for 2 ( 3, 1)j l σ=+ =+ =− , 
3 ( 3, 0)j l σ= + = + = , and 4 ( 3, 1)j l σ= + = + = +  in (a) and for  2 ( 3, 1)j l σ= − = − = +  , 
3 ( 3, 0)j l σ= − = − = , and 4 ( 3, 1)j l σ= − = − = −  in (b). The measurement geometry is the 
same as in FIG. 2(c) but with various input polarizations ye
r
 for black, Le
r
 for blue, and  Re
r
 for 
red spectra.  
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FIG. 4. (color online) Total angular momentum dichroism in Tb-FB revealed in the temperature 
dependencies of the AFM resonance frequencies ( , )M B T
±Ωh  for different combinations of the 
B
r
 direction and the sign of j for the vortex beams. (a) j > 0, B < 0, (b) j < 0, B < 0, and (c)  j < 0, 
B > 0. Solid curves correspond to the AFM frequencies ( , )M B T
±Ωh  measured using conventional 
circularly polarized light. The color code for the curves (olive and magenta) is the same as for 
( )M B
±Ωh  lines  in FIG. 1(e). The measurement geometry is the same as shown in FIG. 2(c) but 
with various input polarizations ye
r
 for black, Le
r
 for blue, and  Re
r
 for red symbols.  
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Experimental setups for the vortex beams 
Fig. S1 shows schematics for the axicon-based experimental setup used for generation of 
the vortex beams in FIG. 1(c,d) of the manuscript. The setup has been previously described in Ref. 
[1]. It consists of a linear polarizer, a two-bounce Fresnel prism (FP) made of TOPAS, and a 4-
bounce axicon made of transparent silicon. The two-bounce FP served as a broad-band retarder to 
convert the input linear polarization ( )x ye e  to the right-hand R x ye e i e    or left-hand 
L x ye e i e    circular polarizations. An axicon retarder is a converter between circularly polarized 
light and vortex beams, or between light with spin angular momentum (SAM) and orbital angular 
momentum (OAM). It was designed to produce broad-band THz vortex beams with OAM |l|=1. 
The electric field distribution in the output beam is     0( , ) exp[ ]le r r r i l       , where   is 
the vortex phase, l=+1 or l=1, the initial phase is 0 3 / 4  , and r  is the radial coordinate. The 
switch between l=+1 and l=1 outputs is produced by rotation of the linear polarizer  at the input 
of the setup between two orthogonal positions: ( )x ye e  and ( )x ye e .  Calculated radially 
independent electric fields  
1( , )e r  and 1( , )e r  are also shown in Fig. S1. Note that such beams 
have a non-zero curl of the electrical field 1( , )e r   around the beam axis 1( , ) 0e r    that is 
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collinear with the k vector of light. Note here that the circularly polarized light at the input of the 
axicon cannot “leak” through. First, the axicon uses 4-bounces of the total internal reflections, 
same as in a 4-bounce Fresnel prism that is known to be a perfect converter between circular and 
linear polarizations. Furthermore, because the time-domain spectroscopy is used, any “leaking” 
circularly polarized photons that bypass the axicon or those not experiencing the expected 4 
bounces would arrive at the detector at a completely different time than the major pulse. Thus, the 
leaking photons cannot contribute to the measured interferogram.  
 
FIG. S1. The central panel shows conversion of the circularly polarized light into vortex beam 
modes  
1( , )e r  and  1( , )e r    using a combination of a two-bounce Fresnel prism  (FP) and an 
axicon (adapted from Ref. [1]). After passing through an FP retarder, the linearly polarized light  
( )x ye e  or ( )x ye e  becomes circularly polarized L x ye e i e    or R x ye e i e   . After passing 
through the axicon, the beam acquires a vortex phase 
1( , )e r   or  1( , )e r   while losing its circular 
polarization. The electric field distribution is shown in the left panel where the k vector is normal 
to the page. The right panel shows a photo of the axicon retarder. 
 
Fig. S2(a,b) shows schematics for the experimental setups with the spiral plate used for 
generation of the Laguerre-Gaussian (LG) vortex beams with |l|>1. These setups were used for 
experimental data in FIG. 2, FIG. 3, and FIG. 4 of the manuscript. To obtain an OAM with |l|>1, 
the broadband axicon was replaced with pairs of two identical 3D-printed transparent spiral plates. 
The spiral plates were produced with a Formlabs 3D printer using V4 resin. In FIG. S2(a) the 
polarization input is linear 
ye  that produced the OAM at the sample position with the field 
distribution of ( ) exp[ ]l ye e i l     , where l takes integer values of  2, 3,l     or 4 at the 
corresponding frequencies  l . The field distribution across the beam at the sample position is 
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shown in the right panel. Note that the first spiral plate created the vortex beam at the sample, 
while the second plate unwound the vortex wave front and a plane wave propagates further to the 
detector. The handedness of the 3D printed spirals determines the sign of l. Several frequencies  l  
with integer values of l’s were simultaneously presented in the measured spectra I(). The integer 
value of l at a given frequency  l  (or wave length  l ) is determined by the step height h and the 
refractive index n=1.56 of the spiral plate:   1ll h n    [2]. FIG. S2(b) shows the same setup but 
with a circularly polarized input polarization. Such THz beams have a combined total angular 
momentum (AM) of j l    with  = 1 and integer values of  2, 3,l     or 4 and the field 
distribution 
,( ) exp[ ]j L Re e i l      across the LG vortex beams.  Both beams shown in 
FIG.S2(a,b)  have a constant field across the beam with no curl:  0ye   and , 0R Le  .   
 
FIG. S2 (a) Schematics for the measurement geometry with a linear polarization ye  for the THz 
beam input. (b) The same with a circular polarization ,R Le  for the THz beam input. Sample (green 
hexagon) is placed between a pair of identical spiral plates with step height h.  
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